




                          
* Member, Karnataka Legislative Assembly, 1957-72 
* Deputy Minister, Social Welfare & Minor Irrigation, Karnataka 
*  Member, Karnataka Legislative Council, 1980-83 
*  Only WOMEN Chairperson of  Member of  Legislative Council (Upper House) in the   
 history of  Vidhana Soudha 
* Member of  Parliament 8th, 9th & 10th Lok Sabha from Bellary Constituency from 1984    
* Union Minister of  State for Women & Child Development, 1993-1997. 
* In the Year 1995, as a Union Minister represented India for "World Women's    
 Conference" at Beijing, China chaired along with the First Lady of  USA Mrs. Hillary   
 Clinton 
* Participated in SAARC Meeting and travelled& addressed 80+ foreign countries. 
*  Founder Chairperson, Basavarajeswari Group of  Institutions (TEHRD Trust),Bellary   
 running institution from Kindergarten(KG) to Post Graduation(PG) with 1000+    
 employees and 9500+ students 
*  Instrumentl in facilitating and getting JSW Steels limited Largest integrated steel plant  
           in Bellary.                                                                                                                         
* Played key role and convincing railway authorities to start HAMPI Express Line to   
 Bellary 
*  Key policy maker w.r.t Women Compulsory Education

Tungabhadra Education Health and Rural Development Trust (R)                                                    
(T.E.H.R.D. Trust), Ballari

FOUNDER CHAIRPERSON                
Late. Smt. Basavarajeshwari               

Former Union Minister                        
(1929-2008)

After serving the nation for almost four decades, Late. Smt Basavarajeshwari had a vision to 
give quality education to students of  Ballari. It was her deep conviction that education needs 
to be a joyful experience that facilitates the growth and transformation of  young minds at their 
impressionable age and fortifies them with the required knowledge and the skills to face the 
challenges of  a competitive world. 

Achievements of  Late.Smt.Basavarajeshwari
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T.E.H.R.D Trust, Ballari                        
Key Trustees of the Board

Dr. S J V Mahipal
Chairman

T.E.H.R.D. Trust & BPSC
Ballari

Dr. Yashvanth bhupal
Managing Trustee

Chairman & Director, BITM
Ballari

Sri. Ashok Bhupal
Trustee

T.E.H.R.D. Trust, Ballari

Dr. V J Bharath
Trustee

T.E.H.R.D. Trust, Ballari

Prof. Prithviraj Y J
Trustee T.E.H.R.D. Trust

Deputy Director, BITM Bellary

Sri. Amar Raj Bhupal
Trustee

T.E.H.R.D. Trust, Ballari

An Ode to our Grandmother Late. Smt Basavarajeshwari on her 14th Death Anniversary (19th Feb 2020)

"There was kindness in our grandmother's heart and sunshine in her charming face. There was an unconditional 
love and affection showered on us, to make our lives worthwhile. You left an indelible impression on us, to 
remember you each and every day. We will live up to your expectation, to keep our family name flying high. 
You were not just an inspiration, but an aspiration for us".

An agriculturist, Industrialist, Educationist and more over an embodiment of will power & determination. 
A pious and strong woman with tremendous belief in god. She was popularly known as "Amma" in Bellary 
and touched every cross section of society. Though being a minister and a known public figure in the society, 
at home grandmother was a woman who showered love, took care of our education and every important 
milestones & moments of our lives.

All your children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, relatives, students, employees, and public at large thank 
you for all you have done. You left a lasting impression on us. Your life was a blessing to us.

-  Prithvi Raj Y J
Grandson

Trustee & Deputy Director, BITM, Ballari
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Message
Director (Admin)

Smt. Namratha Y, B.E. (ECE), M.S. (London) 
Director (Admin) 

Sanjay Gandhi Polytechnic, Ballari

‘SANKALP 2022’ is an expression and a 
culmination of all the hidden talents of 
teachers and students as story tellers, poets, 
artists and so on and brings out the child-
like enthusiasm in everyone reading this 
magazine. Congratulations to the editorial 
team who were instrumental in bringing 
out this commendable magazine. I trust 
this magazine reflects the uniqueness of 
this institution.

The present times have witnessed 
numerous changes and challenges in not 
just various fields such as technology, 
industries etc, but in the face of this 
pandemic, the meaning of life itself 
has translated into something beyond 
imagination. Therefore, the teaching 
fraternity faces the utmost challenge of 
striving endlessly to give prolific meaning 
to education and equip the children with 
such skills that provide them with the 
opportunities where they can fulfil their 
vision for the future. A college magazine 
is one of the platforms extending valuable 
opportunities to young talents to express 
their creativity.

SANJAY GANDHI POLYTECHNIC
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I appreciate every student who shared the joy of 
participation in co-curricular and extracurricular 
activities along with their commitment to curriculum. 
That little extra we do, is the icing on the cake. ‘Do 
more than belong – participate. Do more than care – 
help. Do more than believe – practice. Do more than be 
fair – be kind. Do more than forgive – forget. Do more 
than dream – work.’
I am elated at the publication of college magazine for 
the academic year 2021-22. I sincerely hope that the 
magazine proves to be an enjoyable and useful apparatus 
in the hands of both students and teachers of the 
college. I am also confident that it will serve as a source 
of inspiration for the teachers as well as the students to 
contribute articles regularly to the magazine in future. 
I whole-heartedly congratulate the convener and the 
committee members on their successful endeavor to 
bring out the magazine.

Message
Principal

Gouri Shankar Hiremath 

Principal
Sanjay Gandhi Polytechnic, Ballari

“While educating the minds of our youth, we must 
not forget to educate their heart” – Dalai Lama
   This academic year has been an extraordinary 
challenge on account of COVID-19. However, the 
pandemic gave an opportunity world-wide to rethink 
and reassess the strategies for higher education. Times 
of crisis ought to inspire creativity, critical reflection, 
transformation, and renewal. In the new normal, the 
challenge is to adapt, regenerate, and position the 
college for a strong and sustainable future.
    Our persistent efforts must be to leverage the 
intellectual and emotional capabilities of students, 
encourage the free and spirited exchange of ideas 
to celebrate diversity, while ensuring inclusivity. It 
should be our collective endeavor to promote an 
inspirational, motivational, value-abased academic, 
and administrative environment.
“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be 
kindled.” Said Plutarch. Sankalpa 2022 our College 
Magazine kindles the imagination of our learners. I 
congratulate the staff and students of all depaartments 
who used various mediums of expression to present 
their ideas. As long as our ideas are expressed and 
thoughts kindled we can be sure of learning, as 
everything begins with an idea. 

M.Tech, MISTE, ISHRAE, ISME
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Message
Magazine Co-Ordinator

  The well-know  chess player Vishwanathan 
Anand said that, "Parents, first & foremost, it 
is important to understand & recognise the 
activities your child is naturally gravitating 
towards. It is important also to ensure that 
your child likes what he/she is doing. I 
believe in exposing children to have many 
hobbies & extra-curricular activities as 
possible." 

Be a bird in the sky of dreams

Mahadev Patil K 
Magazine Co-Ordinator

Hebry Sunny K 

        Sankalp is a great platform for identifying 
the students possessing natural talent other 
than academics. This platform encourages 
the students in exhibiting their talents out 
to the world. I feel happy to be a part of 
Magazine committee.

Every big thing starts with a dream. Dreaming isn't 
a crime, so dream enormously big. Protect your 
dreams. The exact start is when you start chasing the 
impossibles. 
Memories happen only when you create. Start creating 
the best memories. Everything you do now is for your 
future. Start the positive one right now & do more for 
your future. 
S - Shoot out the impossibilities 
A- Aim on the dream 
N - Never let positive things down 
K - Kill the negativity 
A - Actuate the best from you 
L - Learn continuously 
P -  Penalize the failure with success. 
Students have great platform,"SANKALP"  to showcase 
their skills which will enhance their future.  I feel 
honoured  to lead the magazine committee as the Co-
ordinator & I would like to thank my team in making 
magazine aesthetic.

Magazine Editor

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Message
Magazine Editor
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Sanjay Gandhi Polytechnic (SGP), 
Ballari was the first premier private 
co-educational Polytechnic established 
in the year 1992, to provide quality 
technical education to young men and 
women which would give them the 
opportunity to equip themselves for 
employment. Education plays a very 
critical role in the progress of a nation.

         In 1992, the journey began with 
just over 18 students. Today, we have 
more than 1800 students striving 
for excellence. Our belief in Success 
and Growth through Perseverance 
(SGP) along with the continuous faith 
and trust of the people of Bellary has 
helped us come this far. Sanjay Gandhi 
Polytechnic is an institute dedicated to 
attaining quality technical education 
along with a lifelong learning of 
good social and ethical values.

   Placements through campus 
recruitment by eminent Industries 
like JSW, TATA steel, KAR mobiles, 
L&T, Bosch etc along with graduates 
acquiring Lateral admission into 
leading Engineering institutes prove 
that our polytechnic is providing a 
holistic platform for Engineers to 
achieve their goal!

About the college

     We have incorporated modern 
teaching tools in imparting day to day 
academics through practical hands 
on experiences in order to achieve 
holistic and Outcome based education. 
Apart from academics, sports and 
extracurricular activities are conducted 
along with personality development 
and placement training. Students are 
counselled  by teachers on a 1 to 1 
basis  and   parents   are  frequently  
corresponded regarding progress of the 
ward.

Success and 
Growth 

through 
Perseverance
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       SGP, since its inception has been 
striving hard to provide quality education 
for the poorest of the poor in the society 
at an affordable fee structure. The 
college, today, is an educational edifice 
of excellence with its most talented 
and experienced staff and state of the 
art infrastructure, offering 6 courses at 
Diploma Level. It is a matter pride that 
many of our former students have secured 
good jobs both in India and abroad.

Programme

The Institute is recognised by the Government of Karnataka, the All India Council for 
Technical Education(AICTE), New Delhi and is affiliated to the Directorate of Technical 
Education, Bangalore.

Courses Offered: 

The Polytechnic offers five full-time 
diploma courses in generic branches of 
Engineering.

Computer Science & 
Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical & Electronics 
Engineering
Metallurgical 
Engineering

Civil Engineering

Duration

6 Semesters

6 Semesters

6 Semesters

6 Semesters

6 Semesters

Intake 
Capacity

60

240

240

120

60

year of 
commencement

1992

1994

1994

2006

2008
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     Education should not to be confined within 
the walls of the classroom.. it should be a process 
to cause transformation to the finest of our 
thoughts,f eelings and unexplored hidden talents. 
 
College magazine is one such thing where it gives 
opportunity for the students to showcase their talents 
Our students are best utilising this option and now 
SGP is releasing its Fourth edition. Congratulations 
to the whole editorial team and all the very best. Ramanjanayulu B

HOD - DMT

Sanjay Gandhi polytechnic was established in the year 
1992 & Mechanical department came into existance 
in 1994, with intake of 30 students. Currently intake 
is 240 which is highest in Karnataka state. Over span 
of 27 Years such a improvement in intake. is self 
explainatory about quality education & placements
Mechanical  department over these years has delivered many 
students & now many are in high position in corporate, Govt 
sector & many have became Entrepruners. We not Only strive 
for excellence in academic but also in moulding a student to 
become a good citizen to society & inturn contributing to the 
society. 
Our college came up with creative magzine called "SANKALP" 
where ideas, talents etc of students are showcased which is 
a motivation  factor for all students to gearup themself to 
exhibit their talents.

Amaresh U
HOD - DME

HOD - DEEE
Guru Prasad

           Electrical department was started in the year 1994. The basic philosophy of the department is to 
transform the dreams of students and parents into reality. Teaching and learning practices in the department 
are aimed at providing an impartial atmosphere and enthusiasm 
and excitement in learning. Students are encouraged to conduct 
and participate in a variety of programs at individual and group 
levels to enhance their confidence level and team spirit.

I am happy to inform that the magazine “SANKALP” which 
highlights the academic and non academic activities of both 
staff and students of the collage and this magazine motivates 
the teachers and students to share  their creativity and new 
ideas in the world and will help in their overall development. 
Has come for all electrical engineers to come forward, join their 
hands for saving electricity with the slogan “SAVE ENERGY, 
SAVE WORLD” , I wish best of luck for all the team members of 
“SANKALP” magazine.

HOD MESSAGE 
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         Expressions to immanent and nurtured qualities possessed are possible through oral and written means. 
The communications among human beings are always by these means but sometimes may transcend these 

verbal or sensory means but can occur at intuitive and unspoken 
manner. The kind of world we live in need to dwell upon these 
expressions in speech or through written material.
  The resolution to provide platform for the expressions for students 
of college is very natural need. "SANKALP" launched of the institute 
is right approach and is important milestone in this direction. 
I extend my hearty greetings to all participants, authors, report 
writers, faculty staff & students associated in this endeavour.  I 
also appeal to all that with these upcoming new editions of our 
"SANKALP", one shall adjust oneself with exhaustive reading 
to encourage learning by oneself. I also broach the deep desire 
that the wonderful, beautiful & creative expressions of some 
individuals shall cultivate better human values, culture & 
affection among all.

Tanusha S M 
HOD - DCE

    Its my proud privilege to pen down the message that sankalp 
has been encouraging the students and as well as staff 's of Sanjay 
Gandhi Polytechnic to bring out the hidden creativity and talents 
in different fields and express their ideas in them.
I am sure  "SANKALP" will help and give the opportunity to 
develop Communication, Social skills, Writing Poetry, Articles, 
Drawings, Paintings etc.,

I congratulate all the contributors and the editiorial board for 
bringing out such a beautiful magazine. I hope to see more 
students utilize this wondeful opportunity to express their 
thoughts. I sincerely wish that "Sanjay Gandhi Polytechnic" 
continues to inspire their both students and staff in the year 
ahead. I wish them success in all of their future happiness.

Sapna S J 
HOD - H & S

HOD - DCS
G Jaffer Mohideen

   We INDIANS belong to one nation INDIA. similarly I am happy 
and proud to use the word  SGPIANS as we all work for SGP as a 
team with unity, dedication and honesty to achieve the vision of 
the collage, in the past years we worked very hard in all situations 
and proved ourselves, I congratulate to all SGPians for their great 
efforts. 
  Students are the main performers on this occasion I like to give 
success tip to achieve their goals in technical education it is very 
important in practical studies.
The 3 simple success steps :  

Learn
Implement
Practices

SANJAY GANDHI POLYTECHNIC
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ALUMINI TALK

Working as senior service specialist at M/s Atlas Copco 
India Ltd. One of the leading industrial machine 

manufacturers - CTC 11Lak/Year. 
Testimonials 

It gives me a great pleasure to say with pride that I have 
studied from Sanjay Gandhi polytechnic,  Ballari.  

Specially want to thank the entire staff who took care of 
us during our studies educating us  

Providing valuable inputs, to enhance our skills. There 
guidence has help me for what I am today.

Prasanna Kumar S
459ME09040

Development officer 
D Devaraj Arasu back ward classes development 

corporation 
 

Testimonials 
Excellence isn't a skill of Sanjay Gandhi polytechnic 

but it's an attitude of Sanjay Gandhi polytechnic. It's a 
wonderful institution that assists & motivates young 

minds to bring out their skills. Also enables students to 
achieve their goal & become successful in their career.

Bheemappa K
459CS07006

Civil Class 1 Contractor. 
Transaction 1.5Cr/Annum                                                  

He not only grew up but also helped his friends to grow 
up by mentoring them.  He is a successful contractor 

having three working subordinates. 
 

Testimonials 
Sanjay Gandhi polytechnic is a platform of excellence. 
One must have to step in here for excellence in their 
career. I would like to thank management & staff for 

guiding me during my studies.

VIJAY KUMAR L
459ME09058
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COLLEGE AUTHORS

Under the motivation of Director & principal of our college, our 
staff members Mr. Ravishekaragouda MP, Mr. Thippeswamy 

& Mrs. Drakshayani  together has published Engineering 
Mathematics text book for 1st year Diploma as per C-20 syllabus. 
The staff members are Mathematics Lecturers of Sanjay Gandhi 

polytechnic, Ballari.

The text book is published in order to assist students in solving the problems with 
many examples. 

SANJAY GANDHI POLYTECHNIC
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  Sudha Murty was born into a Kannada Deshastha 
Madhva Brahmin family on 19 August 1950 in 
Shiggaon, Haveri in Karnataka, India, the daughter 
of surgeon Dr. R. H. Kulkarni and his wife Vimala 
Kulkarni. She was raised by her parents and maternal 
grandparents. These childhood experiences form 
the historical basis for her first notable work entitled 
How I Taught My Grandmother to Read, Wise and  
Stories. Murty completed a B.Eng. in Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering from the B.V.B. College 
of Engineering & Technology (now known as KLE 
Technological University), standing first in her class 
and receiving a gold medal from then Chief Minister 
of Karnataka. Murty completed M.Eng. in Computer 
Science from the Indian Institute of Science, standing 
first in her class and receiving a gold medal from the 
Indian Institute of Engineers. 
      
Sudha Murty became the first female engineer hired at 
India's largest auto manufacturer TATA Engineering 
and Locomotive Company (TELCO). She joined the 
company as a Development Engineer in Pune and 
then worked in Mumbai & Jamshedpur as well. She 
had written a postcard to the company's Chairman 
complaining of the "men only" gender bias at TELCO. 
As a result, she was granted a special interview and 
hired immediately. She later joined Walchand Group 
of Industries at Pune as Senior Systems Analyst.

In 1996, she started Infosys Foundation & to date has 
been the Trustee of Infosys Foundation and a Visiting 
Professor at the PG Center of Bangalore University. She 
also taught at Christ University. She has written and 
published many books, of which two are travelogues, 
two technical books, six novels, and three educative 
books.

Two institutions of higher learning, the H.R. Kadim 
Diwan Building housing the Computer Science & 
Engineering (CSE) department at IIT Kanpur and the 
Narayan Rao Melgiri Memorial National Law Library 
at NLSIU, were both endowed and inaugurated by the 
Infosys Foundation.

INSPIRATIONAL PERSONALITIES OF INDIA

  Murty's Infosys Foundation is a public charitable trust 
founded in 1996 and Murthy is one of the trustees. 
Through Foundation she has built 2,300 houses in 
the flood-affected areas. Murty's social work covers 
the healthcare, education, empowerment of women, 
public hygiene, art and culture, and poverty alleviation 
at the grassroots level. Her vision of a library for each 
school has resulted in the setting up of 70,000 libraries 
so far. She is helping out rural areas by building 16,000 
public toilets and several hundred toilets in the city of 
Bengaluru. The foundation has conducted relief work 
during national natural disasters like the tsunami in 
Tamil Nadu and Andaman, earthquake in Kutch – 
Gujarat, hurricane and floods in Odisha, Andhra 
Pradesh and drought in Karnataka and Maharashtra. 
The Government of Karnataka awarded her the 
prestigious literary award, the 'Attimabbe Award' –for 
her literary work for the year 2011–12. 

Sudha Murty born 19 August 1950 is an 
Indian businesswoman, engineering 
teacher, author and social worker who is 
the chairperson of the Infosys Foundation

Sudha Murty

Syed Fukruddin
DEEE STAFF
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Thimmakka was born in Gubbi Taluk, Tumukur 
District in Karnataka. She was married at the age 
of 12 to Chikkaiah, a native of Hulikal village in the 
Magadi taluk of Ramanagara district in Karnataka. 
She received no formal education and worked as a 
casual labourer in a nearby quarry. The couple could 
not have children. It is said that Thimmakka started to 
plant banyan trees in lieu of children. The name word 
Saalumarada (row of trees in the Kannada language) 
is how she was referred to because of her work. Ficus 
(banyan) trees were aplenty near Thimmakka's village. 
Thimakka and her husband started grafting saplings 
from these trees. Ten saplings were grafted in the first 
year and they were planted along a distance of 5 km 
near the neighbouring village of Kudur. 15 saplings 
were planted in the second year and 20 in the third 
year. She used her meager resources for planting these 
trees. The couple used to carry four pails of water for a 
distance of four kilometres to water the saplings. They 
were also protected from grazing cattle by fencing 
them with thorny shrubs.

Saalumarada Thimmakka

Satelite view

The saplings were planted mostly during monsoon 
season so that sufficient rainwater would be available 
for them to grow. By the onset of the next monsoons, 
the saplings had invariably taken root. In total, 384 trees 
were planted, and their asset value has been assessed at 
around 1.5 million rupees. The management of these 
trees have now been taken over by the Government of 
Karnataka.  
The 385 banyan trees planted and nurtured by her came 
under threat of being chopped down for the widening 
of Bagepalli-Halaguru road in 2019. Thimmakka 
requested the Chief Minister HD Kumaraswamy and 
Deputy Chief Minister G Parameshwara to reconsider 
the project. As a result, the government decided to 
look for alternatives to save the 70 years old trees.            
           
For her achievement, Thimmakka has been conferred 
with the following awards and citations:   
• Padma Shri award - 2019
• Nadoja Award By Hampi University- 2010
• National Citizen's award - 1995
• Indira Priyadarshini Vrikshamitra Awards - 1997
• Veerachakra Prashasthi Award - 1997
• Certificate of Appreciation from the Indian Institute 
of Wood Science and Technology, Bangalore.
• Karnataka Kalpavalli Award - 2000
• Godfrey Phillips Bravery Award - 2006. 
• Vishalakshi Award by Art of Living Organisation
• Vishwathma Award by Hoovinahole Foundation 
-2015
• One of BBC's 100 Women in 2016
• Honoured with She's Divine Award by I and You 
Being Together Foundation 2017
• Parisara Rathana award
• Green champion award
• Vrikshamatha award

Gouri Shankar Hiremath 
Principal
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ARTICLES
THE DILEMMA OF "ENGINEERING" AND HOW TO COPE UP WITH IT 
      Each one of the engineering / diploma 
undergraduates aims to obtain a first-class job 
immediately once he/she graduates, everything 
goes fighting fit till the graduation but there 
comes a stage where he/she need to turn out 
to be the foremost in the midst of others. 
According to the Indian Council for technical 
education, about 60% of the engineers are 
unemployed, over 1% of engineering students 
partake in the internship and less than 15% in 
extra curriculum activities.

What do the companies expect from the 
engineers?

  Over 73% and 57% of engineering graduates 
are terrible at communication and analytical 
next to quantitative skills correspondingly. The 
grounds for this dilemma are not only due to 
appalling standards of the institutions offering 
the technical knowledge but also the students 
enrolling in the courses of engineering domain.

  In spite of being appraised that the 
communication skill plays a major role in 
getting hired by the companies, he/she focus on 
academic grades, however, fails to customize 
their communication and technical skills. It is 
found that the tier 3 cities have the most awful 
employability rate for the reasons which are 
listed below.

The key factors for the problems faced by the 
fresh graduates are:   
✓ Insufficient understanding of basic concepts 
of engineering.
✓ Less or no client handling ability because of 
outrageous communication skills.
✓ Unsatisfactory knowledge across 
interdisciplinary areas of engineering. 
✓ Inappropriate infrastructure supporting the 
explicit knowledge.
✓ No up gradation of the syllabus frequently 
and may not be able to harmonize with the 
work standards.

* Good communication skills.
* Intellectual enough to figure out things.
* Leadership qualities.
* Able to cope up with the latest technology and 
believe in continuous learning.
* Clear and in-depth technical basic 
knowledge.

    Is there any solution for this? Yes the AICTE 
and other technical educational institutes 
taking up the best steps in standardizing the 
technical education nevertheless the students 
should augment their skills by knowing and 
implement the subsequent points.

i. Plan in advance for the placements at college 
via learning the aptitude and soft skills.
ii. Build up the strong basics by means of 
attending the lecture and Lab regularly. Take 
notes and accomplish the assignments.

iii. Never overlook the labs since engineering is 
a practical domain.
iv. Participate in the regional, state and 
nationwide competition.
v. Choose a major field of your interest and 
obtain an internship during each semester 
holidays.Stay associated in the field by enrolling 
the extra courses offline and online. Example: 
Catia and programming.
Online courses: NPTL and edx.
vi. Join the robotics club at your Institute.
vii. Have a good relationship with professors 
and absorb their knowledge in so far as possible.
viii. Be connected with the seniors and search 
out a mentor.
ix. Engage in the seminars, technical discussions 
and talks, conferences, and paper presentation.
x. Work on mini projects.
xi. Communication in English not only makes 
you cool but also helps in fetching a job.

JOB!
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xii. Visit the library on a regular basis and read 
the books, magazines, journals and research 
papers.

xiii. Start preparing for the competitive exams 
like GATE after or during engineering studies 
even if you're not planning for masters as it is a 
doorway for PSUs and obtaining the technical 
knowledge.

xiv. Last but not the least, create the resume as 
best as possible and go on updating it.

Mohammed Mansoor 

_________________________________________________________

Muralidhar B V
DME - STAFF

DME - STAFF
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Venkatesh K
DME - STAFF

_______________________________________________________________________________________
The Five Ds
Study Guide on the Five Ds
Master the Five Ds and Receive God’s Love
Dedication Means Offering Your Heart to the Lord

Devotion is the Highest Form of Love

Strictly Follow Discipline in Daily Life

Discrimination Is Essential for Everyone

Everything Can Be Achieved with Firm Determination and Persistence     

           The universe itself is a university in which every human being is a student. Every 
student pursues one subject and acquires a degree. Each one chooses a subject he likes. But 
whatever different subjects they may study, there is one thing common to all of them, one 
common pursuit and goal: to obtain the degree of divine love.

Vardhini C
DME - STAFF
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      Women 
make up half of 

the country so, in order 
to make the country an entirely 

powerful country women empowerment 
is very necessary. There are various ways in 

how one can empower women. The individuals and 
government must both come together to make it happen. 

Education for girls must be made compulsory so that women can 
become literate to make a life for themselves.                                            

                                                                   Women must be given equal opportunity in every 
fields irrespective of gender. Moreover, they must also empower women by eliminating child marriage in 
India, which is commonly conducted in village areas. Various programmes must be conducted where they 
can be given the ability to defend themselves in case, they face financial crisis most importantly, the shame 
of divorce and abuse must be thrown out of the window. Many women stay in abusive relationships because 
of fear of society, parents must teach their daughters it is okay to come home divorced rather than in a coffin.
                 Women empowerment in the truest sense, will be achieved only when there is attitudinal change 
in society with regard to women Talk, treating them with proper respect, dignity, fairness and equality.
Apart from the scheme we are individuals can also empower women by abolishing social evils like dowry 
system, child marriage, these small steps will change the situation of women society and make them feel 
empower.

    Women empowerment is empowering the women to 
take their own decisions for the personal development 
as well as social development. Empowerment of women 
would mean encouraging women to be self-reliant, 
independent, have positive self-esteem, generate confidence 
to face any difficult situation and incite active participation 
in various social political development endeavours.    

In the ancient times women were treated very badly by 
family and society, they were not given education and 
were only restricted to doing household tasks. They were 
kept completely oblivious of their rights and development.

“BRING WOMEN 
AHEAD AND 

REMOVE GENDER 
INEQUALITY”

Sapna S J 
HOD - H & S

Women  

Empowerment
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"You don't have to be great to start, but you have to start to be 
great." Here is a story of an inspiring woman, Ummi Hani, one of 
our faculties from Electrical department of our college.

Ummi Hani is the only daughter, born to the couple Abdul 
Rehman, an auto driver and Shameen, a home maker. Firstly, she 
completed her schooling from St. Joseph Girls School, Ballari 
and Pre-University course in science stream  as she aspired 
to be a doctor. But due to her financial situation she couldn't 
join medicine and she had to join Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering in Ballari Institute of Technology and Management. 
Being a Kannada medium student it was quiet difficult for her 
to understand the subjects which were taught in English but still 
with all her efforts, she passed with a flying colours.

Later she pursued her post-graduation in Power Electronic 
Schedule from Ballari Institute of Technology and Management 
affiliated to Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belagavi in 
the year 2021 bagged a gold medal for securing a University 1st 
rank.

She has also worked in prestigious companies like TCS and 
BTPS. Currently she's working as a lecturer in Sanjay Gandhi 
Polytechnic, Ballari. Ummi Hani in spite of her hardships, she was 
able to achieve so many things and her inspiring story inspires 
to put more efforts in order to achieve something despite of our 
unfavourable conditions.
 

Jyothi  D            
459EE21089
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B Girish
459EE20023
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 Dear readers if u agree to the above title then reading this entire article is worthy. here I 

am remembering a wonderful story shared by one of my friend which I would like to share 
with you all.

“one of the messenger of god while 
his interaction with god he asked one 
question my god you are the superior no 
one is above than you if suppose anyone 
is superior than you and you wanted to 
pray a wish what would be the wish you 
pray, then god gives the reply humbly if 
anyone is superior than me I would like 
to pray my first wish is for good health  “

   The moral of the story is how important of health even god is giving the first priority for 
health, we all got witness in this past year’s during the covid phase we have seen no wealth got 
value having lots of money, no one want to take our dead bodies, having our loved ones with 
us  but helpless this story teach us a lot if we take it serious about the health.
      Let’s do it from now we keep our first priority in our wish 
is health rather than wealth please take time to take care of 
your physical and mental health finally I wish for all to  have 
a good physical and mental health .

G Jaffar Mohideen
HOD DCS

HEALTH IS WEALTH

Karanam Soujanya
DCE STAFF
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Yesterday I dared to struggle Today I dare to win

Knowledge is ruled by world

Knowledge is ruled by world

Maine khwaab dekhta tha aisa kuch 
accha hi ho Jaye; 
Khwaab mein jo aaya tha sapna 
woh Sach hi ho jaye; 
Kush toh ham be thae  jab khwaab 
hamare poore hoovae thae; 
 Sach kahoon toh kuch raatein 
hamare  be asoon ho sae bhare 
hoove hothae thae;

Kuch be  Kahane sae pahele kuch 
socha karo. 
Sothae huve hi nahi jagthae huve b 
sapna dekha karo. 
Manzil paas hi hai kuch koshish 
toh karo. 
Jeetnae ki chaha tumhe b hai ispae 
vishwas thoe karo.

M Ganesh Babu
DEEE STAFF

G Chidhananda
KANNADA STAFF
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KEY MAPPING
     This is a way of operating the Microsoft software tools in rooted 
smartphone or tablets. To increase the productivity in absent 
of computer system. For the setup we may use cord or cordless 

(Bluetooth) device. 

The component required: 4 or 6 USB port hub and OTG cable. 
Connect the OTG to smartphone, then 
connect OTG USB in port to USB hub out 
port. Then connect the mouse and keyword to 
USB out port of USB hub. The rooted phone 
means we can modify software of phone by 
unlocking bootloader. Every smartphone 
has bootloader in built functions. The main 
advantages of the key mapping it saves time 
of operator and main advantages is low initial 

cost.

Specification of smartphone and device for 
KEY MAPPING: -

• 4gb Ram or more.
• Android version 8.1.0 or more.
• USB type mouse and keyword.
• Semi power devices.
• Support in-built software.

Md Ghouse Basha 
459ME19111 

Sahil M Shaikh  
459ME19185 

USE OF TECHNOLOGY
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Who has played chess many times at District 
level & state level also secured 1st, 2nd & 3rd 
place. In the year 2017-18 at Raichur he has 
participated in sports there he has acquired 

1st place by playing chess.

Hanumanth Gouda 
459EE19064 

Chess champion. 

ACHIVEMENT IN SPORTS

Who is a good cricket player. He is an all rounder, who 
bats & Bowls well.  He participated in State probables 

KSCA(Karnataka state cricket Association) under 14 and also  
took part in Tumkur zone( KSCA) under 16.  

He played Under 16 ACC(Aristocrat cricket club) tournament 
and won the match, besides bagged Man of the match. 

He has played in Tumkur zone under 16 and currently playing 
First division Tumkur league. He has been playing cricket in 

KSCA from 4 years.

Rashid M 
459ME19170 

Cricket champion. 
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BEST OUT OF WASTE

Veerapur Jambunath 
459ME18840 
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Abhishek A 
459ME21001 
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M PAWAN

S M ASIF  

SRILEKHA K

MOHITE KISHORE

BHARATH SAIRAM P
459MT18003

459CS18011

459CS18017

459ME18184

459ME18098

COLLEGE TOPPERS
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P KOUSHIK REDDY
459CE18034

CHANDRASHEKAR V
459CE18008

MOHAMMED NAWAZ

SOWJANYA B R

THAISEEN S

AMRUTHA K

459EE18119

459EE18811

459EC18016

459EC18004
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NSS ACTIVITIES GALLERY
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The motto of NSS is "Not me but you", It 
underlines that the welfare of an individual 
ultimately depend on the welfare of society as a 
whole. This express the essence of democratic 
living and upholds the need for selfless service 
and appreciation of other individual's point of 
view and also to show consideration for fellow 

human beings.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
STUDENTS

Ramesh V K
459EE21173

Ganganna Gari Dinesh
459ME20048

Harsha Vardhan Reddy
459CS21023

Abdul
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PHOTOGRAPHY

EVERY MOMENT IN 
LIFE IS CAPTURED 

WITH ONE CLICK

Basava Prabhu
459CS21010

R Verma Prasad
459ME20161

Supreeth
459CS21058

Kori Rudramuni
459EE21110
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Revanth Siddu  M P
459EE21176

Sai Ganesh
459ME21027

A Vasu
459EE21004
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Thippeswamy
459EE20818

K Shreyas
459CE20009

S Indu
459CS21048
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PENCIL ART

K Indu
459EE21092A Akash

459CE21001

A Swathi
459EE20002M Mahesh Babu

459EE20094
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Drawing is not what one sees 
but what one can make others see

Ritik Singh 
459ME20125 

Snehalatha
459EE20197 

V Deekshitha
459CS21016

Vaishnavi G
459EE21831
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Kasim Shaik
459ME21081

Y Tejashwini
459EE20833

Abhishek Namadeva vadekar
459ME21010 459ME19129

Nagaraja

Mounesh C D
459ME21031
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Manasa T
DME STAFF

Nagarjuna C V
DME STAFF

Abhipsha D
DEEE STAFF

Drakshayani
H & S STAFF
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STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHY

HEBRY SUNNY K 
DME STAFF

VINIL KUMAR
DCS STAFF

RAGHU Y V
DME STAFF

NEVER GET TRAPPED IN 
TEMPORARY HAPPINESS. 
WORK HARD TO ACHIVE 
PERMANENT HAPPINESS

SHARABANNA
DME STAFF
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ABDUL RAWOOF R
DEEE STAFF

MAHADEV PATIL K 
DME STAFF

GABRIEL RAJU
DE&C STAFF
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Department of Mechanical Engineering : A-sec

Department of Mechanical Engineering : B-sec

Department of Mechanical Engineering : C-sec
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GRADUATION DAY
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Department of Mechanical Engineering : D-sec

Department of Civil Engineering 

Department of Computer Science Engineering
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Department of Electrical & Electronics Engineering : A-sec

Department of Electrical & Electronics Engineering : C-sec

Department of Electrical & Electronics Engineering : B-sec
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Department of Metallurgy Engineering

Department of Electronics & Communiction Engineering

Department of Electrical & Electronics Engineering : D-sec
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Air pollution is caused when harmful substances are 
introduced into the earth’s atmosphere. It may also cause 
harm to other living organisms such as animals and 
food crops and may also damage the natural or built 
environment. Human activity and natural processes can 

both generate air pollution.
 Here a biological method and chemical method is being 
used to remove the pollutants present in the air. Algae and 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) which is capable of reducing 
the Carbon-dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and 
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) in the polluted air and generating 
oxygen. The equipment comprises culture fluid with algae 
and NaOH solution to trap the carbon dioxide 50 – 60%
Keywords: Air pollution, CO2 , Algae, NaOH , Oxygen.

459ME18184  - S M ASIF                                     
459ME18165  - RADHAKRISHNA P                  
459ME18834  - THOTA ABISHEK    
459ME18098  - M PAWAN    
459ME18197  - SANDEEP G    
459ME18821  - SUMAN S    
459ME18811  - SHIVAPRAKASHA GOUDA 
459ME18152  - NOOR MOHAMMED        
459ME18189  - SAGAR KUMAR B   
459ME18075  - JAYARAM A   
459ME18140  - M S MANSOOR BASHA  
459ME19702  - VISHNU KUMAR V  
459ME18060  - GIRISHA S   
459ME18104  - MALLIKARJUNA  
459ME18074  - JAYANTH D M  
459ME18057  - GHOUSE BASHA  
459ME18846  - Y MANOJ KUMAR  
459ME18087  - KARTHIK K   
459ME18808  - SHARANA BASAVA K            

“POLLUTANT  DETECTOR  AND ABSORBER ”

Project submitted by:

Under the Guidence of : SHARABANNA

TECH TALK

DME STAFF

Secured 2nd place in state level project exhibition 
( KOUSHALAYA - 2K21 ) organised by KLE 

college of engineering & Technology, Chikodi. 
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1. CIRCUIT BREAKER
2. THYRISTOR
3. RESISTOR
4. CONDUCTOR
5. GENERATOR
6. SUBSTATION
7. RELAY
8. POWER
9. CAPACITOR
10. ELECTRIC
11. AMPERE
12. TRANSMIT
13. COPPER
14. BUSBAR
15. ROTOR
16. ARRESTOR
17. PHASE
18. LAMP
19. NEUTRAL
20. CORONA
21. CABLE

 WORD 
PUZZLE

1. MODEL
2. MACHINE
3. ROBOT
4. BOILER
5. LUBRICATE
6. SPEED
7. STRESS
8. FRICTION
9. GRAPHICS
10. MECHANICAL
11. TORQUE
12. ESTIMATE
13. HEAT
14. HIGH
15. MECHANISM

K RAMESH GOUDA
DME STAFF

DATTATRYA L SAWALKER
DEEE STAFF
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COLLEGE MAGAZINE COMMITTEE                                                                                                                                        
                     SANKALP 2022

MUZAMMIL
459ME19124

CHARAN REDDY
459CE21006

PRAVEEN KUMAR A H

POORNIMA JYOTHI D

BHAGYARAJ K S A VASU H G NAVEEN KUMAR

VARSHITHA T C V DEEKSHITHA

M THANWESH D MANJUNATH REDDYREVANTH SIDDU

C S LAKSHMI TRISHA K

D KIRAN

459ME21140

459CS21045 459EE21089

459ME19025 459EE21004 459ME19138

459EE21176 459CS21036

459EE21843459CS21016

459ME19036

459ME19035

459EE21052 459EE21842

MAHADEV PATIL
C0-0RDINATOR EDITOR

HEBRY SUNNY K

We heartfully thank all the 
committee members who have added 

colors & freshness in making & 
publishing our 4th edition magazine 

of SGP SANKALP 2021-22
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